
animation lab
Code an animated story

In this after-school programme, children create an animated
story with code. They create their own characters by
drawing or modelling with plasticine. They will then animate
their characters with code on an iPad.

www.katapult.mu

YEAR
2-3

• Coding •
Children code to
animate their

characters. They
learn basic

programming
concepts like

statements and
movement in a

coordinate frame.

• Storytelling •
They learn the

fundamentals to
any good story.

They apply this to
create their own

story.

• Creativity •
Children create

their own
characters from
scratch. They can
either draw them
or model them
with plasticine.



In this after-school club, children explore the fundamentals and

creative power of programming and circuits. They code their own

video game and make their own controller. At the end of the

programme, they film a movie trailer to summarise their learning

experience.

4-6

YEAR

Children build games

using block-based

programming. They

learn and apply core

programming

concepts like loops,

variables,

conditionals and

functions. They learn

and use industry best

practices like

debugging,

prototyping and

testing.

CODING

Children learn how to

convert an analog

input into a digital

input by making their

own interface. They

learn the basics of

circuits by building

input devices with

everyday materials

(for example, a

banana!). They can

then control their

code with these

devices.

CIRCUITS

Learning to code is

full of challenges. We

help the children

build a growth

mindset and

understand the

importance of making

and learning from

mistakes. We

encourage them to

have the curiosity to

always ask why and

to test their ideas

without fear.

RESILIENCE

www.katapult.mu



In this after school programme, children learn how to code with a
drone to execute a collective drone show. This programme is
recommended for children with prior coding experience or for
children who have done our Creative Coding workshop.

www.katapult.mu

Children further
their coding skills
using block-based

programming. They
learn and apply core

programming
concepts like loops,

variables,
conditionals and

functions.

CODING
Children discover

how versatile drones
can be and their

applications. They
also build up the

skills to be able to
control the drone
through coding to
finally execute a
collective drone

show.

DRONE
Children give coding

instructions to the
drone to make it

execute a
choreography. By

doing so, they learn
how to control an
object in space by
using coordinates

and reference
frames. 

MATHS

YEAR 
4-6

CODE-A-DRONE


